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time restrictions and content overload. However, they can focus on a smaller I 
set of big ideas and core tasks in the discipline by framing work around essen- I 
tial questions and appropriate performance assessment. The more specific I 

tests) can then be taught in the In this book, we use the term standards to refer collectively to formally 
'Ontext of these larger specified learning goals in the subject areas. In some places the standards 
ideas and abilities. refer only to content, but in others they refer also to "performance indi- 

acts, concepts, and skills identi- 

Because big ideas are inher- cators" or the equivalent (the New York science example, cited earlier, 

fied by the content standards (and 
often assessed on standardized 

atly transferable, they help con- makes the distinction clearly). Whether they refer only to the "inputs"- 

nett discrete topics and skills. F~~ content-or to the desired "outputs"-evidence-for our purposes here 
they are all lumped under the term standards. If local designers are trying example, the essential question, 
to map standards into the UbD Template, however, it may be necessary to 

'How do effective writers hook place so-called indicators, benchmarks, and performance goals in Stage 2 
and hold their readers?" provides because they speak more to evidence of the standard being met than of 

. MISCONCEPTION ALERT! 

Learning with understanding is more likely to promote transfer than simply 
memorizing information horn a text or a lecture. (p. 236) [ A  more detailed 
discussion of relevant research findings is presented in Chapter 13.1 

an umbrella for learning a host of the standard per se. In fact, many state and national documents are 

'mportant skills and knowledge unclear on this important distinction, so care must be taken in the analy- 

Experts first seek to develop an understanding of  problems, and this often 
involves thinking in terms of core concepts or big ideas. Novices' knowledge 
is much less likely to be organized around big ideas; novices are more likely 
to approach problems by searching for correct formulas and pat answers that 
fit their everyday intuitions. (p. 49) 

called for in English or language 

What exactly is a big idea and a core task? 

sis at the local level. 

Suppose, then, that we use the backward design process to plan a unit of study. 
Can we be sure that the unit will cause student understanding? Not necessar- 
ily. To be elegant and powerful, the design has to be coherent and focused on 

arts standards (e.g., different 
author's styles, literary genre, var- 
ious literary techniques). Similarly in mathematics, the big idea that "All forms 
of measurement contain errors" can be used to guide learning the basics of 
aeasuring with a ruler, as well as more sophisticated concepts in statistics. 

The second justification for unpacking content standards in this way 
,omes from research on learning from cognitive psychology. Consider the fol- 
lowing summaries of findings from the book How People Learn (Bransford, 
Brown, & Cocking, 2000): 

A key finding in the learning and transfer literature is that organizing infor- 
b 

mation into a conceptual framework allows for greater transfer (p. 17) 
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clear and worthy intellectual priorities--on what we call "big ideas" and "core 
tasks." Let us take each of these in turn. 

Given that every topic typically encompasses more content than we can 
reasonably address, we are obliged to make deliberate choices and set explicit 
priorities. Having chosen what to teach (and what not to), we have to help the 
learners see the priorities within what we ask them to learn. Our designs 
should clearly signal these priorities so that all learners will be able to answer 
these questions: What is most important here? How do the pieces connect? 
What should I pay most attention to? What are the (few) bottom-line priorities? 

The big ideas connect the dots for the learner by establishing learning pri- 
orities. As a teacher friend of ours observed, they serve as "conceptual Vel- 
crow-they help the facts and skills stick together and stick in our minds! The 
challenge then is to identify a few big ideas and carefully design around them, 
resisting the temptation to teach everything of possible value for each topic. 
As Bruner (1960) put it years ago, 

For any subject taught in primary school, we m&ht ask [is it] worth an adult's 
knowing, and whether having known it as a child makes a person a better 
adult. A negative or ambiguous answer means the material is cluttering up the 
curriculum. (p. 52) 

A big idea may be thought of as a linchpin. The linchpin is the device that 
keeps the wheel in place on an axle. Thus, a linchpin is one that is essential 
for understanding. Without grasping the idea and using it to "hold togetherw 
related content knowledge, we are left with bits and pieces of inert facts that 
cannot take us anywhere. 

For instance, without grasping the distinction between the letter and the 
spirit of the law, a student cannot be said to understand the U.S. constitutional 
and legal system--even if that student is highly knowledgeable and articulate 
about many facts of constitutional history. Without a focus on the big ideas 
that have lasting value, students are too easily left with forgettable fragments 
of knowledge. Thus, a student may have memorized all the Amendments to the 
Constitution and may be able to rattle off the names of key Supreme Court 
decisions; but if the student is unable to explain how it is possible for laws to 
change while legal and democratic principles remain the same, then we would 
judge the understanding as inadequate. 

For another example, consider "the five biggest ideas in science," as 
described in a book by that name (Wynn & Wiggins, 1997). The authors sug- 
gest a series of questions that embody five fundamental ideas in science: 

Question: Do basic building blocks of  matter exist? And if so what do they 
look like? 
Answer: Big Idea #1-Physics' Model o f  the Atom 

basic building blocks o f  the uniuerse? 

11 
Question: What relationships, if any, exist among different kinds of  atoms, the 

Answer: Big Idea #2--Chemistry's Periodic Law 
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Question: Where did the atoms of the universe come from, and what is their 
destiny? 
Answer: Big Idea #3-Astronomy's Big Bang Theory 

Question: How is the matter of the universe arranged in planet earth? 

r Answer: Big Idea #4-Geology's Plate Tectonics Model 

Question: How did life on earth originate and develop? 

i 
Answer: Big idea #5-Biology's Theory of Evolution (pp. v-vi) 

1 What makes them the big ideas? According to Wynn & Wiggins (1999, big 
I' ideas are "chosen especially for their power to explain phenomena, they pro- , 
1 vide a comprehensive survey of science" @. v). Whether you agree with their 

particular choices, the authors' approach reflects the need to focus on a 
smaller set of priority ideas and use them to frame teaching and assessment. 

Big ideas at the "core" (versus the "basics"] 

From one perspective, the phrase "big idea" is just right, since we want to 
signal that some ideas serve as umbrella concepts. But from another point of 
view, the term "big" can be misleading. A big idea is not necessarily vast in the 
sense of a vague phrase covering lots of content. Nor is a big idea a "basic" 
idea. Rather, big ideas are at the "core" of the subject; they need to be uncov- 
ered; we have to dig deep until we get to the core. Basic ideas, by contrast, are 
just what the term implies-the basis for further work; for example, defini- 
tions, building-block skills, and rules of thumb. Ideas at the core of the subject, 
however, are ideas that are the hard-won results of inquiry, ways of thinking 
and perceiving that are the province of the expert. They are not obvious. In 
fact, most expert big ideas are abstract and counterintuitive to the novice, 
prone to misunderstanding. 

Consider some ideas at the core of various fields, contrasted with "basic ' terms," to see this point more clearly: 

Core Ideas 

Ecosystem 
Graph 
Four basic operations 

r 

I 

0 Story 
! r Composition of a picture 

Offense and defense 

Experiment 

Fact versus opinion 

Natural selection 
"Best fit" curve of the data 
Associativity and transitivity 
(cannot divide by zero) 
Meaning as projected onto the story 
Negative space 
Spreading the defense, thus opening 
up space for the offense 
Inherent error and fallibility of 
experimental methods and results 
Credible thesis 

The big ideas at the core of a subject are arrived at, sometimes surprisingly 
slowly, via teacher-led inquiries and reflective work by students. (Later in the 
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book we will suggest that "understandings" and "essential questions" should 
always point beyond the basic knowledge and skill to the core of a subject.) 

One of us once watched a group of special education students work to 
uncover big ideas at the core of Macbeth-honor and loyalty. The two teachers 
shifted deftly between the play (read aloud in chunks to ensure literacy issues 
didn't get in the way of understanding) and questioning the students' experi- 
ence with issues of honor. Among the questions they asked were these: What 
is the difference between things that happen to us and things that we make 
happen? What is honor? Is there a cost or price for honor? Is it worth it? What 
is loyalty? Is there tension between loyalty and honor in Macbeth? In our own 
lives? 

Students were asked to find answers from the play and their own lives for 
each question. "Why is defending your honor so  hard?" one of the teachers 
asked, causing a thin, tall fellow to sit bolt upright, show a kind of focus in his 
eyes that had been absent until then, and answer poignantly about the loss of 
friends when he stood on principle in defense of another friend. What hap 
pened in Macbeth suddenly seemed more important but also complex- 
human. The student had made the transfer, and had an insight: The core of the 
idea of loyalty involves inescapable dilemmas, because loyalties invariably col- 
lide. Learning that does not penetrate to the core of what is vital about an idea 
yields abstract, alien, and uninteresting lessons. When we say we want stu- 
dents to understand the knowledge they are learning, we are not being redun- 
dant or naive about its value, given the time and obligations we have. 

A big idea at the core of mathematics is "unitizingv-the ability of a numeral 
to represent different numbers. Place value is not understandable unless learn- 
ers grasp this: "Unitizing requires that children use numbers to count not only 
objects but also groups-and to count them both simultaneously. The whole is 
thus seen as a group of a number. . . . For learners, unitizing is a shift of per- 
spective" (Fosnot & Dolk, 2001b, p. 11). 

A big idea is therefore both central to coherent connections in a field of 
study and a conceptual anchor for making facts more understandable and use- 
ful. Once again we invoke an old notion. Bruner (1960) famously described 
such conceptions as "structure": 

Grasping the structure of  a subject is understanding it in a way that permits 
many other things to be related to it meaningfully. To learn structure, in short, 
is to learn how things are related. . . . To take an example from mathematics, 
algebra is a way of  arranging knowns and unknowns in equations so that the 
unknowns are made knowable. The three fundamentals involved. . . are com- 
mutation, distribution, and association. Once a student grasps the ideas 
embodied by these three fundamentals, he is in a position to recognize 
wherein "new" equations to be solved are not new at all. (pp. 7-8) 

Not long after, Phillip Phenix wrote in Realms of  Meaning (1964) of the 
I 

importance of designing around "representative ideas," because they enable 
learning that is both effective and efficient: 

I 
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I Representative ideas are clearly of great importance in economizing learning 

effort. If there are certain characteristic concepts of a discipline that represent 
it, then a thorough understanding of  these ideas is equivalent to a knowledge 
of the entire discipline. If knowledge within a discipline is organized accord- 
ing to certain patterns, then a full comprehension of  those patterns goes far 
toward making intelligible the host of particular elements that fit into the 
design of  the subject. (p. 323) 

' And, he noted, such "big ideas" have an unusual characteristic: They generate 
new knowledge in the field while also being helpful to novice learners. 

Consider a course on educational assessment, in which one big idea is 
"credible evidence." The more technical and specific concepts (such as valid- 
ity and reliability) and the more technical skills (such as computing standard 
deviations) are properly subsumed under this idea, with its transferability to 
other areas where we might find similar questions (e.g., "How credible are the 
results? How confident are we in our findings?"). A related big idea is that all 
educational assessment should be like civil law: We need a "preponderance of 
evidence" in order to "convict" a student of meeting stated goals. Why a pre- 
ponderance? Because each measure has inherent error (another big idea) and 
any single test result is inadequate to "convict." Without being able to intelli- 
gently discuss error in general in this way, students in an assessment course 
cannot be said to understand "reliability" and its importance even if they can 
accurately define the term or compute it using coefficients. 

Our colleague Lynn Erickson (2001) offers a useful working definition of 
"big ideas." They are 

I 
Broad and abstract 
Represented by one or two words 
Universal in application 
Timeless4arry through the ages 
Represented by different examples that share common attributes @. 35) 

More generally, then, as we see it, a big idea can be thought of as 

Providing a focusing conceptual "lens" for any study 
0 Providing breadth of meaning by connecting and organizing many facts, 

skills, and experiences; serving as the linchpin of understanding 
* Pointing to ideas at the heart of expert understanding of the subject 

Requiring "uncoverage" because its meaning or value is rarely obvious to 
':he learner, is counterintuitive or prone to misunderstanding 

Having great transfer value; applying to many other inquiries and issues 
over time-"horizontally" (across subjects) and "vertically" (through the years 
in later courses) in the curriculum and out of school 

Our last criterion, transfer, turns out to be vital, as suggested by what Bloom 
(1981) and his colleagues said about the nature and value of big ideas: 

In each subject field there are some basic ideas which summarize much of 
what scholars have learned. . . . These ideas give meaning to much that has 
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been learned, and they provide the basic ideas for dealing with many new 
problems. . . . We believe that it is a primary obligation of the scholars [and] 
teachers to search constantly for these abstractions, to find ways of helping 
students learn them, and especially to help students learn how to use them in 
a great variety of problem situations. . . . To learn to use such principles is to 
possess a powerful way of dealing with the world. (p. 235) 1 
In other words, a big idea, is not "big" merely by virtue of its intellectual 

scope. It has to have pedagogical power: It must enable the learner to make 
sense of what has come before; and, most notably, be helpful in making new, 
unfamiliar ideas seem more familiar. Thus, a big idea is not just another fact 
or a vague abstraction but a conceptual tool for sharpening thinking, con- 
necting discrepant pieces of knowledge, and equipping learners for transfer- 
able applications. 

In pedagogical practice, a big idea is typically manifest as a helpful I 
Concept (e.g., adaptation, function, quantum, perspective) 
Theme (e.g., "good triumphs over evil," "coming of age," "go West") 
Ongoing debate and point of view (e.g., nature versus nurture, conserva- 

tives versus liberals, acceptable margin of error) 
Paradox (e.g., freedom must have limits, leave home to find oneself, imag- 

inary numbers) 
Theory (e.g., evolution via natural selection, Manifest Destiny, fractals for 

explaining apparent randomness) 
Underlying assumption (e.g., texts have meaning, markets are rational, 

parsimony of explanation in science) 
Recurring question (e.g., "Is that fair?" "How do we know?" "Can we prove 

it?'? ! 

Understanding or principle (e.g., form follows function, the reader has to 
question the text to understand it, correlation does not ensure causality) 

Note, then, that a big idea can manifest itself in various formats--as a 
word, a phrase, a sentence, or a question. Put the other way around, a core . 
concept, an essential question, and a formal theory are all about big ideas, 
expressed in different ways. However, as we explore in later chapters, the way 
we frame the big ideas is important and not merely a matter of taste or style 
Framing the big ideas in terms of what we want the learner to come to under- 
stand about them turns out to be critical to good design work. 

A prioritizing framework 
Because we typically face more content than we can reasonably address, and 
because it is often presented as if everything were equally important for stu- 
dents, we are obliged to make choices and frame priorities. A useful framework 

' 

for establishing priorities around big ideas may be graphically depicted using 
the three nested ovals shown in Figure 3.3. Consider the blank background 



Figure 3.3 

Clarifying Content Priorities I 

Familiar with 
Key figures who contributed to the development of - 
modern statistics (Blaise Pascal and Lewis Terman) 
All nonessential terminology, for example, interquartile 
range (no need to be able to define these) 

.. 

Important to know and do 
Measures of central tendency: mean, ~edian, 
mode, range, standard deviation . . j. 2 .? 
Data displays: bar graph, line plot, box'and whiskers : 
plot, stem and leaf plot 
Various statistical formulae and techniques r 

statistics, valid model, reliable data 

Big Ideas framed as Understandings 
Statistical analysis often reveals patterns t h a t  
prove useful or meaningful 
Statistics can conceal as well as reveal 
Abstract ideas, such as fairness, can be modeled 

Core Tasks 
Choosing the appropriate measure of central ten- 
dency in various real-world situations 
Critique of real-world statistical analyses and mis- 
leading graphs 
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outside the largest circle as representing the field of all possible content (e.g., 
topics, skills, resources) that might be examined during the unit or course. 
Clearly, we cannot address it all, so we move within the outer oval to identify 
knowledge that students should be familiar with. During the unit or course, what 
do we want students to hear, read, view, research, or otherwise encounter? For 
example, in an introductory unit on statistics, we may want students to become 
aware of key historical figures, including Blaise Pascal and Lewis Terman, along 
with the history of the bell curve. Broad-brush knowledge, assessed through 
traditional quiz or test questions, would be sufficient, given the introductory 
nature of the unit. 

In the middle oval we sharpen and prioritize our choices by specifying 
I 

important knowledge, skills, and concepts that have connective and transfer 
power, within this unit and with other units of study on related topics. For 
instance, we would expect students to come to know measures of central ten- 
dency (mean, median, mode, range, quartile, standard deviation), and to 
develop skill in plotting data on various types of graphic displays. 

But, again, there is another way to think about the middle oval: It identi- 
fies the prerequisite-that is, enabling-knowledge and skill needed by 
students in order for them to successfully accomplish key complex perfor- 
mances of understanding, that is, transfer tasks. For example, a high school 
mathematics teacher introduces a statistics unit by presenting his students 
with the following performance task: 

Your math teacher will allow you to select the method by which measure of 
central tendency-mean, median or mode-your quarterly grade will be cal- 
culated. Review your grades for quizzes, tests, and homework to decide which 
measure of  central tendency will be best for your situation. Write a note to 
your teacher explaining why you selected that method, and why you beliellp 
it to be the most "fair" and "informative" approach to the grade. 

The performance task requires that students really understand these 
measures of central tendency (so that they can determine the preferred 
method of averaging and explain why) in a qualitatively different manner than 
if they simply had to define the terms. In addition, the task is likely to stimu- 
late the students' interest in wanting to understand the distinctions, because 
it is in their interest to do so. (We say more about framing goals as perfor- 
mance tasks later in this chapter.) 

The innermost oval requires finer-grain decisions. This is where we select 
the Big Ideas that will anchor the unit or course, and also specify the transfer 
tasks at the heart of this subject. Continuing with the statistics unit example, 
the inner oval would highlight big ideas (e.g., sampling, margin of error, finding 
patterns in data, making predictions, degrees of confidence) and key perfor- 
mance challenges (e.g., determining the meaning of "average" for a given set of 
data, developing a "fair" solution). 

The three-ovals graphic organizer has proven to be a useful tool for teach- 
I 

ers to use when attempting to prioritize the content for a unit or course. In 
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fact, many users have observed that they were able to eliminate some things 
that they "always taught" once they realized that these things fell in the outer 
oval and deserved minimal attention compared with more important ideas and 
processes. @y the way, the same tool has been used a t  the macro level for con- 
ducting a curriculum audit. In other words, what are the priorities reflected in 
our current curriculum? Are we properly concentrating on important, trans- 
ferable ideas, or does our curriculum merely cover lots of information?) 

More tips for finding big ideas 
In addition to the three-ovals organizer, we recommend that curriculum design- 
ars consider the following strategies for identifying big ideas. 

1. Look carefully at state standards. Many of them either state or imply big 
ideas, especially in the descriptive text that precedes the list of standards. For 
example, look at the explanations in these Ohio standards in economics and 
physical science (we've added emphasis to highlight various big ideas): 

Students use economic reasoning skills and knowledge of major economic 
concepts, issues and systems in order to make informed choices as producers, 
consumers, savers, investors, workers and citizens in an interdependent world. 

By the end of  the K-12 program: 

A. Explain how the scarcity of resources requires people to make 
choices to satisfy their wants. 

B. Distinguish between goods and services and explain how people can 
be both buyers and sellers o f  goods and services. 

C. Explain ways that people may obtain goods and services. 

Students demonstrate an understanding of  the composition of  physical sys- 

I terns and the concepts and principles that describe and predict physical inter- 
actions and events in the natural world. This includes demonstrating an 
understanding of the structure and properties of matter, the properties of  
materials and objects, chemical reactions and the conservation of matter. In 
addition, it includes understanding the nature, transfer and conservation of 
energy; motion and the forces affecting motion; and the nature of  waves and 
interactions of  matter and enew.  

Or consider these 6th grade social studies standards from California (again, 
we've added emphasis to highlight big ideas): 

1. Students describe what is known through archaeological studies of  the 
early physical and cultural development of humankind from the Paleolithic era 
to the agricultural revolution. 

Describe the hunter-gatherer societies, including the development of  
tools and the use of  fire. 

IdentiFy the locations of  human communities that populated the major 
regions of  the world and describe how humans adapted to  a variety of 
environments. 
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Discuss the climatic changes and human modifications of the physical 
environment that gave rise to the domestication of plants and animals and 
new sources of clothing and shelter. 

2. Circle the key recurring nouns in standards documents to highlight big 
ideas and the recurring verbs to identify core tasks. This simple technique was 
mentioned earlier (see Figure 3.2). 

3. Refer to existing lists of transferable concepts. For example, when search- 
ing for big ideas for a given topic, consider these possibilitie~:~ 

abundance/scarcity democracy migration 
acceptance/rejection discovery mood 
adaptation diversity order 
aginglmaturity environment patterns 
balance equilibrium perspective 
change/continuity evolution production 
character exploration proof 
community(ies) fairness repetition 
conflict friendship rhythm 
connections harmony survival 
cooperation honor symbol 
correlation interactions system 
courage interdependence technology 
creativity invention tyranny 
culture justice variance/variable 
cycles liberty wealth 
defense/protection loyalty 

4. Ask one or more of the following questions about a topic or content 
standard: 

Why study. . . ? So what? 
What makes the study o f .  . . "universal"? 
If  the unit on . . . is a story, what's the "moral o f  the story"? 
What's the "big idea" implied in the skill or process o f .  . . ? 
What larger concept, issue, or problem underlies . . . ? 
What couldn't we do i f  we didn't understand. . . ? 
How is . . . used and applied in the larger world? 

,; . 1 
What is a "real-world" insight about. . . ? 
What is the value of  studying. . . ? 

5. Generate big ideas as an outgrowth of related and suggestive pairs. This 
helpful approach has two virtues: (1) it indicates the kinds of inquiries that 
must be made (e.g., compare and contrast), and (2) it suggests the kind of 
rethinking that learners will need in order to understand the ideas and fin! 
them useful. Here is a list of pairs to consider: 

absorb & reflect harmony & dissonance meaning & syntax 
action & reaction idiom & language nation & people 
capital & labor important & urgent nature & nurture 

'I 
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constant & variable light & shadow power & governance 
continuity & change like & unlike sign & signified 
factor & result literal & figurative structure & function 

1 fate & freedom matter & energy sum & difference 

Consider the pair "fate and freedom" and its use across many subjects. A 
relevant set of essential questions for design might include these: To what 
extent are we free or fated? To what extent is biology or culture destiny? Is 
"free will" a romantic and ndive belief or the bedrock of modern thought and 
action? In what sense was the Revolutionary War, the Holocaust, or recent 

I religious warfare "fated" to happen--or to what extent is such an argument 
[ ddeatist? In what sense were atomic warfare and global warming the fated 

/ results of scientific advance? Is there freedom in mathematics, or are all the 
I results "fatedn (though perhaps unknown to us at present)? 

I The teacher's "new clothes" 
If a big idea inherently seemed powerful and meaningful, education would be 
so much easier! Alas, what is big to the teacher or the expert in the field is 
often abstract, lifeless, confusing, or irrelevant to the child. What may be a 
vital conception to the expert in the field of study may well seem nonsensical, 
unintelligible, or of little interest to the novice. Even the lists presented here 
look fairly inert and uninteresting to anyone without the understandings 
required to grasp their significance. Indeed, the challenge of teaching for 
understanding is largely the challenge of making the big ideas in the field 
become big in the mind of the learner. 

This is hard to d-much harder than novice educators typically under- 
stand. The Expert Blind Spot dogs teachers at every step. To the teacher, the 
power of the big ideas and the importance of the lessons is so-obvious! 
"Come, let me introduce you to this interesting notion . . ." From the student's 
perspective, this situation is not unlike the story of the "Emperor's New 
Clothes." You remember the story: Crooked tailors claim to be crafting clothes 
out of the finest gold yarn-so fine that you have to be quite sophisticated to 
see it. The story ends, as we all know, with the king walking naked, with only the 
nziive child saying what the adults cannot quite bring themselves to see or say: 
"But he has nothing on!" Often in school, the "fine" ideas seem like the emper- 
or's new clothes: simply not visible to the learner, though teacher, textbook 
author, and expert researcher keep oohing and aahing about the handiwork. 

What we easily forget is that the ideas at the core of modern subject areas 
are typically abstract, not obvious, and often completely counterintuitive, 
hence prone to mystery and misunderstanding. Consider the following: The 
earth does not appear to move to human observers; there are no obvious signs 
of our being descended from primates; it seems bizarre that our democratic 
founders kept slaves; the text of Hamlet seems to have nothing to do with ad* 
lescent angst and depression; and derivatives and integrals make no conceptual 


